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he aim of all facelift procedures is to leave patients with a fresher, youngerlooking appearance. tightening the superficial musculoaponeurotic
system (sMas) – a thin, underlying layer of connective tissue and
muscle – is the key to all facelift procedures, according to sydney facial
plastic surgeon Dr George Marcells. But, he says, traditional facelifts
such as sMas lifts and, more recently, s-lifts are limited in what they can achieve.
While able to make tired-looking and ageing faces appear fresher and more
youthful, traditional facelifts achieve little improvement in the mid-face area. this
can lead to unnatural-looking results.
another limitation of traditional facelift techniques is that they can achieve
only a small degree of tightening. ‘the sMas layer is not freed from the deeper
tissues and can only be tightened by a minimal degree,’ Dr Marcells explains.
Dr Marcells prefers the deep plane facelift for facial rejuvenation. He firmly
believes that this technique offers the best solution to many of these problems.
a deep plane facelift is designed to reshape the entire face, including the
upper and lower eyelids, the brow and the neck, by lifting facial tissues, fat,
muscle and skin in one continuous section.
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AFTER deep plane facelift, brow lift and blepharoplasty
by Dr Marcells (with makeup)
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‘seeing myself in photos with my granddaughter made me feel really old and
tired, and that’s what made me want to do something about it,’ says sue. ‘Before
the surgery i had two chins – my lower face had really dropped.’
sue met Dr Marcells to discuss the possibility of a face and neck lift. ‘Dr
Marcells made me feel really comfortable and confident in the first consultation,
so i didn’t want to hesitate in getting it done. You go through a lot of emotions
thinking, should i or shouldn’t i, and second guessing yourself, but after having
the surgery i don’t regret it. i feel really good and i still look like myself. i just look
like i used to look when i was younger.’

Dr Marcells believes that by using this technique to restore the neck, jawline
and mid-face together, the most natural-looking results can be achieved. ‘people
feel a lot more comfortable about having facelifts when they know they will
achieve natural-looking results. this is what the deep plane facelift delivers.’
the deep plane facelift dissects below the sMas layer, releasing it completely
from the underlying muscles. there is limited dissection under the skin, and
therefore the lymphatics are preserved, which minimises swelling.
‘even the mid-face fat is freed up completely, by dividing the zygomatic
(cheek) ligaments, which tether it to the cheekbones beneath,’ explains Dr
Marcells. ‘once this is done the whole face can be lifted vertically. the now
mobile sMas layer can then be solidly re-anchored at a higher level.’
Dr Marcells outlines three key advantages of the deep plane facelift:
• the lift is more powerful in creating a superior, long-lasting improvement of the
jawline, neckline and mid-face area including the cheekbones.
• there is no ‘pulled’ appearance since the whole face is evenly lifted and the
look is natural in appearance.
• there is no tension on the skin and less tension is placed on the incision areas,
which means scars heal quite quickly and unsightly scarring is unlikely.
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BEAUTIFUL

‘By using the deep
plane technique to
restore the neck,
jawline and mid-face
together, the most
natural-looking results
can be achieved’

The deep plane technique requires special expertise. In 2011, Dr Marcells
devoted time to furthering his expertise by observing leading US facial plastic
surgeon Dr Neil Gordon, who has been performing deep plane lifts since 1996
and is considered one of North America’s leading revision facelift experts.
‘Deep plane face and neck lift surgery is technically more difﬁcult to perform
and some surgeons may lack the expertise,’ says Dr Marcells. ‘With my
background as an ENT and head and neck surgeon as well as facial plastic
surgery fellowship training I have the knowledge and understanding of the facial
anatomy required for such surgery.
‘I am excited by the results I have been able to achieve with the deep plane
lift on my patients in Australia,’ Dr Marcells adds. ‘After surgery, I ﬁnd the recovery
is quicker and more comfortable than with a traditional facelift. There is less
swelling and bruising as the skin has not been separated from the SMAS. The
incision lines have also healed much faster.’
Before proceeding with a deep plane facelift Dr Marcells will conduct a
thorough consultation with each patient, ensuring that their motivation for surgery
is both realistic and well-informed. ‘Facelift surgery is about the rejuvenation of an
individual’s appearance, not their transformation into someone else. Most people
are realistic and simply want to look younger and fresher. It is a warning sign
when someone comes in for a consultation with a photo of a famous superstar
who is years younger and exhibits no similar facial characteristics to the patient.’
During a series of detailed consultations, Dr Marcells will learn about the
prospective patient’s concerns and desires and then assess and communicate what
is realistically achievable. He uses a mirror and computer imaging to pinpoint speciﬁc
areas of the face and help the patient visualise what they will look like after surgery.
The deep plane facelift delivers natural-looking results because it restores the
three areas – neck, jawline and mid-face – in harmony. ‘A deep plane facelift can take
10 to 20 years off a person’s appearance, boosting their conﬁdence and enabling
them to reﬂect how young they feel on the inside with how they look on the outside.’
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AFTER brow lift and facelift by Dr Marcells

T

SYDNEY FACIAL PLASTIC
SURGEON DR GEORGE
MARCELLS EXPLAINS
HOW HIS APPROACH
TO RHINOPLASTY
SURGERY CAN HELP
RESTORE HARMONY
AND BALANCE TO
THE FACE.

NOSES

he shape and size of the nose is key to reﬂecting facial symmetry. Any
abnormalities will affect the overall aesthetics of the face. Rhinoplasty
surgery can be a life-altering event, both physically and psychologically,
according to Sydney facial plastic surgeon, Dr George Marcells.
‘When you have a nose you haven’t felt comfortable with your whole
life or have injured it at sport or through an accident, cosmetic and functional
nose surgery offers an effective solution,’ he says. ‘It can enhance conﬁdence
and self-esteem, and often improves breathing and sinus problems as well.’
‘The emphasis today is on achieving a natural-looking nose that is in harmony
and balance with the rest of the face,’ he says. ‘Prominent features such as a large
bump, a bulbous or droopy tip, a crooked nose or too much exposure of the
nostrils can look unsightly. Correcting these problems can de-accentuate the
nose and restore harmony to the face, as well complement the patient’s overall
appearance and ethnicity.’
Prior to undergoing surgery, a thorough assessment of the nose, both
internally and externally, is conducted during the initial consultation. ‘I use a ﬁbreoptic telescope to look inside the nose for any deviation of the septum or other
blockages,’ says Dr Marcells. ‘The outside of the nose is also carefully examined and
the quality of the skin and any abnormalities are documented.’
In Dr Marcells’ experience, a patient’s greatest fear after rhinoplasty surgery
is that their nose will collapse or look artiﬁcial or ‘operated on’. However, with
thorough planning and assessment, a ‘natural philosophy’ and techniques based
on open structure rhinoplasty these fears can be allayed.
The open structure technique can be more demanding on the surgeon, he
says, but it ensures the basic foundation of the nasal structure is kept strong. It
also helps ensure a predictable shape to the nose post-surgery that will resist
collapse, maintain a natural look and improve the patient’s breathing.

BEFORE

AFTER rhinoplasty by Dr Marcells
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During the procedure, an incision is made on the columella (a vertical strip of
skin that divides the nostrils, running from the tip of the nose to the upper lip) and
a number of incisions are made inside the nose. the nasal skin is then carefully
pulled back in order to work on the cartilage and other tissues inside the nose.
‘this technique provides unobstructed access to the interior framework so the
surgeon can make a better diagnosis and “fine tune” the nose during surgery,’
says Dr Marcells.
Dr Marcells also believes the open approach gives him better control over
the final shape of the nose. ‘the tip can be more easily sculpted, with less
removal or destruction of the tip support as was more commonly done with the
closed approach,’ he explains. a lot of rhinoplasty surgeons remove bone but
don’t strengthen what is left behind, which can lead to collapse. With the open
structure rhinoplasty technique, Dr Marcells uses the patient’s own cartilage as
a graft to build a strong structure resulting in longer lasting results and a more
predictable outcome for the patient.
prior to surgery, Dr Marcells fully prepares his patients for what they can expect
following their rhinoplasty. as well as using the latest computer imaging technology to
illustrate the patient’s predicted outcome, and help them become comfortable with
what they may look like, he advises on the risks involved and how best to recover.
‘patient education is paramount and you will be fully informed about your
surgery, your recovery and potential risks and complications.’

RHINOPLASTY

BEFORE
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Having suffered a number of injuries, the function of edward’s nose was
compromised. as the situation continued to worsen he decided to seek help.
‘Dr Marcells was the third doctor i saw,’ he says. ‘Whereas the other doctors i
had seen didn’t give me any assurance, Dr Marcells made me feel comfortable
and provided reassurance as to what the new nose might look like.’
Following the surgery, the functioning of edward’s nose has greatly
improved. ‘i can breathe a lot better now, and i sleep much better too,’ he
says. the cosmetic improvement of edward’s nose has also increased his
confidence. ‘i’m a lot more outspoken now,’ he says. ‘Dr Marcells is a master
at what he does.’
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AFTER rhinoplasty by Dr Marcells

Kristal had suffered from breathing difﬁculties since her early teens and sought
rhinoplasty in order to improve the functioning of her nose. Having been referred
to Dr Marcells by an Ear, Nose and Throat specialist, she decided to proceed with
rhinoplasty in order to correct her deviated septum and improve the appearance
of her nose.
‘At my consultation Dr Marcells gave me this little apparatus that had an
oxygen mask. I breathed in and it only reached 140 on the spectrum, which is
very low. My reading is now up to 220, so it’s greatly improved since the surgery,’
says Kristal. ‘Dr Marcells is a very welcoming, professional person. Every time
I went to see him he was very willing to help, had all the answers to all my
questions and made me feel comfortable before the surgery.’

About Dr Marcells
MBBS FRACS

Dr George Marcells completed his advanced training in Ear, Nose and Throat
(ENT), and Head and Neck Surgery in Sydney in 1996. He specialised in
Facial Plastic Surgery at Toronto University in 1997-1998 and successfully
completed the American Board Exams in Facial Plastic Surgery in 1998. Dr
Marcells has been accepted for formal fellowship training with The American
Academy of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery (AAFPS), and the
Australian Society of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery (ASOHNS).
He is also the Facility Director at Bondi Junction Private Hospital.
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